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DINE ALONE RECORDS SIGNS SEAS
Features Former Members of Moneen
NEW LP CURSED AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 9, 2018
PRE-ORDER AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 28 HERE
SEAS PREMIERE VIDEO FOR LEAD SINGLE “WITHOUT A SOUND” HERE
Special Performance at PAAckin’ Beats Showcase, October 10 at Baby G, Toronto

Link to hi-res LP cover above: http://bit.ly/2ORbnsh
Link to Band Press Photo: http://bit.ly/2R0Utcg | Photo Credit: Kevin Arsenault

(September 27, 2018 - Toronto, ON) Dine Alone Records is excited to announce the signing of post-punk fivepiece Seas to its award-winning roster. Featuring 3 former members of Moneen (Chris Hughes, Peter Krpan and
Erik Hughes), alongside Michael Bolt and Adrian Mottram, Seas will release their sophomore LP Cursed on
November 9, 2018. A pre-order is available as of September 28 HERE and includes instant grat track “Without A
Sound”. Watch + share their new video for “Without A Sound” HERE.
The Toronto outfit’s latest LP is a tour-de-force of dynamic but unbridled emotion, effortlessly swaying from dreamy
and delicate to outright devastating, often without pause. It builds atop the foundation established on previous
releases, pushing both ends of the band's sonic spectrum to new extremes with a tidal bore of raw energy.
“The album title refers to my year of 2015, which was just one shitty thing after another,” says singer, guitarist, and
principal songwriter Chris Hughes, not mincing words. In addition to being bedridden for three months while
recovering from a serious accident, it was a year plagued with hardships, hospitalizations, and general dejection.
But instead of succumbing to despair, he found his catharsis through creativity, and the resulting 9-song collection
is incredibly impactful because of it.
Seas began as Hughes' solo project – an outlet for ideas outside of his work with long-running post-hardcore
quartet Moneen. He wrote and performed his 2011 EPs, Fragments and Dreaming, all himself, but tapped Moneen

bandmates Peter Krpan and Erik Hughes to anchor the drums and bass, respectively, for subsequent live shows.
Surrounding the release of Seas' debut LP, 2013's Fade Out into the Night, guitarists/multi-instrumentalists Michael
Bolt and Adrian Mottram had joined the ranks, and come the recording sessions for Cursed, the five-piece was
formally cemented, completing the continuum from singular to plural, individual to communal.
“With the first full-length, I intentionally did everything other than the drums and bass on my own – in a way just to
prove something to myself; I just needed to,” Hughes muses. “This time, I felt more comfortable writing the songs
and then leaving them kind of bare to let the other guys make their marks.”
The result is a notably wider array of influence underpinning these songs, with tinges of the likes of Quicksand,
Dinosaur Jr., Mew, and Sigur Ros emerging at various points throughout. The gentler moments are wrapped in an
ethereal sonic blanket while the grittier ones benefit from an intensity and urgency that's undeniably palpable,
Mottram took on production and engineering duties for Cursed at Toronto's Revolution Recording, and Hughes
credits him with its enveloping sonic atmosphere. “There's something really special about playing with someone
and being on such a similar level that things just effortlessly click,” Hughes offers.
That applies equally to his other three bandmates, and is more than clear when Seas takes the stage. As on
record, the group takes various shapes in the live environment, from stripped-down acoustic iterations to the full-on
storm of a full-band show. For the latter, Hughes says his approach is the same as it was when he was 20 –
maximum energy for maximum impact.
Though both the words and music sometimes skew towards darker waters, Cursed nonetheless offers a cathartic
release of tension and toxicity, and that's as powerful for the listener as it is its makers. Lyrically, it's an antidote to
adversity; musically, it's a whirlwind of energy and emotion, ebbing and flowing like the tide for an unparalleled
musical experience.
*Seas to perform as part of the PAAckin’ Beats Showcase at Baby G in Toronto, October 10*
CURSED TRACK LIST
1. Plans
2. All That I’ve Forgotten
3. Black Mold
4. Without a Sound
5. Ritual Language
6. Cloud Ladder Hall
7. Waves
8. Starting to Lose
9. Soft Whisper
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